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How to use the Britex machine
1.

Remove dome lid and add Britex De-foamer only
into Tank A. Replace dome lid and close securely.

2.

Fill Tank B with clean hot tap water, follow instructions on
Britex Heavy Duty Carpet Cleaner on amount of cleaner to
add to this tank. Every time you refill Tank B with clean
water, empty out the dirty water accumulated in Tank A
(and repeat step 1).

3.

4.

Plug machine into powerpoint, switch on both buttons
(vac & pump) to turn on machine. Use Britex as you would
an ordinary vacuum cleaner.

5.

Use the wand to release and extract
water onto the carpet.
Release water by holding down the trigger on carpet wand
while moving carpet wand over the carpet. Lightly spray water
over carpet once. Once carpet is dampen, release trigger on
carpet wand and vacuum as normal. You will see the water
being extracted from the carpet and sucked up through the
wand. Repeat over stubborn stains.

A. Connect the smaller end of the smaller black hose (Solution
hose) to the connection underneath the Vac/Pump switch.
B. Connect the other end of the Solution hose by pulling back
the brass connector on the hose and connecting with the brass
connector underneath the Carpet wand trigger.
C. Connect one end of the Vacuum hose (larger ribbed hose)
to the dome lid (Tank A) and the other end to the Carpet wand
tube (above trigger).

6.

When you have finished cleaning, release unused clean
water from Tank B and empty out the dirty water
accumulated in Tank A. Please clean machine thoroughly
before returning to store.

How to use Britex when your
carpet has been flooded
In the scenario that your carpet has been
flooded, Britex can help extract the water from
your carpet.
There is no need to add any carpet cleaning
solution or De-foamer in the case of a flooded
carpet. Simply plug in the machine and turn on
the 'VAC' switch only and vacuum as normal.

How to use the
upholstery cleaner
• Follow step 1
• In step 2, Fill Tank B with clean hot tap water and
upholstery cleaner as per instructions on back
of the bottle
• In step 3, replace the Carpet wand with the
Upholstery tool and connect as per step 3 instructions.
• Follow step 4-6 as you would with the
Britex Carpet Cleaner

Live clean, love Britex.

For more videos on how to use the machine go online to: www.britex.com/how-to-videos

